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S C O U T I N G

We have been much interested in the reaction to our January beacon Light Herald; I sense that most of 
you feel the time has come for decisive action, as I do; and that you would like me to outline a defi
nite plan and program. UP to date, that has been a physical impossibility; with 3 indictments hanging 
over my head I couldn't make a move; they are now all dismissed. Two car accidents, and a breakdown in 
health, again crushed my plans to do something. There have been a few other happenings I don't care to 
put into writing, that have had a demoralizing effect on any action I cared to take. I will say this: 
they were gross betrayals on the part of some of our readers which completely wrecked my build-up of a 
definite program. Personal ambition and a lust for power is strong in some people, and it is 'rule or 
ruin'. One individual poisoned a whole group of our readers and administered a body blow to me physi
cally and mentally as well as financially. This preceded my breakdown, and was a very big factor im 
it. Perhaps you can understand now why I hesitate to form a group. However, I have a quick pick-up, 
and am much improved in health.

I have no definite plan for a colony, for several reasoms; the f i rs t  step would be dependable helpers.
I am a!ready carryina a load beyond what any man should carry; and my prayer is, 'Oh Lord, when you send 
me the necessary help I ' l l  get busy.' First o f all, I need a stenographer. I plan to take a trip in 
early spring, possibly a series of trips; f irs t ,  I want to take a trip up to northern California and 
call on as many of our subscribers as possible, make a survey of what they have, what they are doing and 
what they need, and then try to coordinate these scattered people on a co-operative basis, that is, a 
pledge to help each other, and then arrange to have them get together two or three times a year. For 
instance, we have^readers in Mariposa, Sonoma, Placerville, Applegate and Grass Valley. Now, these 
people should be brought together to know each other. First, I would make a trip calling on each one; 
if they have a spare bedroom we should like to know whether it is available for any of the group as 
they trave 1. I believe the result of this trip would be that I could be a definite help to most
of them, or to put them in touch with the help they might need.

Then I want to make a survey of northern Nevada, within 50 to K?0 miles of Reno; then another trip would 
take me into Utah and Colorado. I am in hopes of taking one of these trips as soon as I have heard from 
some of you people; let me know i f  you would like me to call, and i f  you have a spare bedroom; would 
like to contact as many of the California readers as possible, so i f  you would like me to call on you,
let me know right away. How far north we could get on the f irs t  trip depends on the work, and the
amount of help. Remember, my only purpose is to help you people, I have no axe to grind, I am not form
ing a colony, | just want to knit together those of our readers who desire to help each other. We shall 
possibly make several trips during the coming months, and then shall decide on a location tor our head
quarters, probably in the center location of our various readers. I should prefer to be in Nevada.

The number of trips and the distance I travel depends on the amount of co-operation I get from yoy peo
ple. I am not askfcngjfor money, I am asking for co-operation, for mutual protection during the upheaval 
that will stagger your imagination. If you are merely curious, don't write me; my prime object is to 
help prepare you for the storm, physical 1yt mentally and spiritually. I am your servant; times are too 
serious for monkey-business. I derive no benefit from these trips, it would be much easier for me to 
dig in and forget everybody. As a matter of fact I tried to do that, after my disillusionment, but it 
just wonJt work, it is in my blood. I would much prefer that you people should dig in where you are, 
instead of joining a big group. Remember, my definite place will crystal 1ize as the result of my trips, 
and your co-operation.

we outlined this plan some 15 years ago, so it is nothing new; I think it was inn The Beacon Light for 
1933 or 1944. My plan would be to have a central meeting place in each state, so that we could draw 
these groups together periodically, everyone within a 100 mile area. These central groups should have 
sleeping accommodations so that visitors could stay over night. I want to see that our readers survive 
the coming storm; many of you don't seem to realize what you have to do. For instance, some buildings 
will not stand the earthquakes that are coming; existing buildings must be strengthened or others pro
vided. Some have no money to do anything with; in that case we would put it up to our readers, and tell
them the story. Some of you have money, and could help those less fortunate. All I want to know at 
present is, wnether you are interested in this program, for this program is going to be carried out,
whether you personally are interested or not. Your letters showed that most o f  you are definitely in
terested even anxious. I shall make no provisions for Southern California, it is too hazardous.



So, on receipt of this message, get in touch with me and express your ideas and opini ons. In ' 42 | sold 
my car abd gave the proceeds to those on trial in Washington; | must again get a car; | must have com- 
fortabte traveling, the truck is too hard on me, big army tires are like driving on solid tires. I do 
not desire luxury, but conditions must be easier for me, less strain, if  I am to carry out my program.
Many have stood on the sidelines so far; well, the time has come to get into the swim. Write me, as
briefly as possible, your reactions to this message. I am especially interested in someone who will att 
as leader in certain localities; we of course will keep in touch with those leaders, and hold them more 
or less responsible for the wel fere of those readers in that group, and keep me advised if any need help, 
physical, mental, financial or spiritual.
As we told you, the time has come to prepare. Don't get panicky, there is no need for that; you have 
the necessary time for preparation. The spring months should be spent in preparation. If you have to 
make a move, go through your belongings and lighten the load, eliminate all that is not necessary. I am 
in hopes that we shal 1 eventual!y acauire a 2i  ton truck, dedicated to the service of our groups. Some
of our readers are elderly people; someone will have to take charge of their moving. Then again we need
to be independent of trucking outfits, because the labor element is too uncertain. We must have our own 
transportation for the crops we raise or the goods we produce; eventually commercial trucking will not 
be dependable.
I look for stocks to recover considerable, and then crash worse than ever. The f irst  week in August 
looks rather significant in that respect. We shall have more to say about this later on. When you see 
stocks going up, thar't the time to unload; but you will have to watch our lunation readings for details, 
but I do know the boat will rock considerable in the f irst  week or 10 days of August; and so, make no 
move of any kind until at least the last 10 days of August, if August is your moving month. J u l y  will 
probably be better, but I look for a tremendous migration to the country this summer or fa l l .  And if 
you are living in a large city i would suggest that you join the trek. By long-distance planning we can 
help you, but (definitely would unload stocks and shares and bonds this summer. And there is an indica
tion of a substantial drop of those things in the f irst  Ip days of August, likely arounf the 5th or 6th.
I do knoe it will be depressing and explosive, two extremes. You see, we have the same planetary config
urations as that when the first  atom bomb was dropped on Japan. Later on we will tell  you what depart
ment of life  it is likely to strike; I do know it will be sensational, As I said last month you have 
the whole of '47 to get ready and to dig in. We believe '48 will be leaving it a l i t t le  late; of course 
it depends on your individual charts. If you need astrological advice, write to John H. Calvin, Box 63, 
Desert Hot Springs, Calif. , we haven't the time.

C A L I F O R N I A
When the last message went out, IfulIy expected a number of letters asking why I did not approve of Cal
ifornia; and this is right and proper. First, ever since we published THY KINGDOM COME, I have been con
vinced that the east and west coasts would be unsafe, and with special emphasis dn Florida. Some have 
wondered why, in view of that, I considered going to Elsinore. I was definitely led to Elsinore, but I 
was told it would only be a stepping-stone.
First, we learnedtvery valuable lessons in that abortive attempt, of the necessity of a severe screening 
of people who claim they want to join others in mutual protection; I had some most disastrous betrayals 
from those who had read my message for years, and this aided and abetted byaman who makes the most ex
travagant claims of any teacher I know of — and I have met most of them.
Second, when we were arrested in '42, we were at a very low ebb financially; three months in jail  and a 
trip to Washington didn't help matters. Then came the tr ia l ,  in '43, of the 26 defendants; I had been 
one of the original 30, but dropped from the 3rd indictment. We got frantic appeals foe financial help 
from some of those on trial; we sold our car, and other possessions, and realized some $1500; this we 
divided among the most needy, in weekly or monthly payments. We wrote them that they could depend on so 
much a week, or a month, as long as the trial lasted; we looked for a long siege, and weee not disappoint
ed, for we had the charts of four of the defendants, and I found them a rel(able guide as to the time el
ement. The $1500 was soon used up, and so we appealed to our readers; altogether we raised another like 
amount. But this long siege left us somewhat embarrassed financially.
Well, the Elsinore deal enabled us to straighten out financially; so there were the two reasons we had 
to go down there; of my own choice I did not want to go, as I could not see safety in that direction; 
but I didn't see these two reasons. I might have known that when I was told to do a thing, there were 
reasons, and they were good, past experience has taughl me that. We are now out of debt, and we are go
ing to stay that way; and I advise you to do the same, do not assume any obligations from now on, for 
the road is going to be rocky. But long before tidal waves begin to sweep our shores, our large cities 
will be unsafe; you notice the ever-increasing disasters ofalI kinds, plane crashes, train wrecks; yes
terday an explosion in Los Angeles claimed 15 lives. These are not all accidents, many are planned, and 
they wilt increase in number and intensity.
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You recall 1 ast November we said the anti —Christ element had gotten all they ever would get legally., now 
the country had turned to the right, and that from then on they would practice violence. Turn your eye* 
toward Palestine f6r a moment; the Zionist has been working for a Jewish homeland in Palestine, by peace
ful and subtle methods, and they have gotten as far as they can with those meth4(feiso now they practice 
terrorism. I have watched that same gang in action here in America, as relating to Gerald L. K. Smith 
and others; Chicago, Detroit, Denver, Los Angeles; the same pattern, by the same crowd. But this is only 
the beginning. Did you ever see a prairie fire, when two fires met? Nell, that's an illustration of 
what you can expect when thehforces without and the forces within meet; the forces within are softening 
us up against the day when Russia will strike. I didn't say 'might', I said 'w i l l ' .  And i f  you want to 
be caught in that inferno, I have no objection; my duty is to warn you, and this I am doing regardless 
of your opinion. What you think, and what you know, are usually two different things.

Then there is another element; there will be some very disastrous earthquakes throughout the world, and 
California will more than get her share of the.fl. I believe that San Francisco and the Bay region will 
be among those to suffer most. 1 am convinced thattearthquakes will destroy many of our large dams, 
and among them Boulder Dam. Do you realize what will happen when the huge damd go out? With the weak
kneed Governor we have in this State, civil war will be more severe than i f  we had a real American as
Governor. Earl Warren was one of the f irs t  to attack men like myself who were exposing the enemy; he 
used de Aryan and myself and others as a spring-board, while Attorney General, to spring intothegov- 
ernor's seat, and it worked. But I want you to remember that Earl Warren is a broken reed to lean on 
when civil war and sabotage come; he is and always has been a compromiser. And i f  i can avoid it, I 
don't want to be caught in that trap.

And last, but not theeleast, when Russia comes down thtough Alaska — and we have said so for the last 
15 years— she will bring the atom bomb with her; I am convinced that she has it even now, and there is 
no Question but what she will use it in an attempt to knock America out quickly. To do so she will have
to destroy the industrial centers; I believe she will attempt to make a beach-head here in California,
landing troops from the air. With civil war, and sabotage, and bombing from the air, that may not be so 
difficult. And so the highly industrialized cities of the Coast will bbe her target; Los Angeles will 
be one of the greatest prizes, if  not the greatest, due to the oil industry anddthe aviation industry; 
without oil and aviation America is sunk. And so I am convinced that Los Angeles will get special at- 
tention. Xnother great factor is the great shipping into and out of Los Angeles.

A few days ago there was an item in the press, Chicago date I ine of Feb. 17th; it is an interview with
one of the atom bomb scientists, Dr. Edward Teller; he said the atom bomb of the future wi 11 be a thous
and times more destructive than the bomb that 1 evel 1 ed Hiroshima; instead of 8 or  ̂ square miles, 3 or 
4 hundred sqyare miles might be destroyed at a single blow. I had said an atom bomb in Los Angeles 
*ould kill everything within 50 miles. Now, what would happen to the many spiritual groups located 
within 100 miles of Los Angeles? These men think their location is safe; they may be right, But I don't 
think so. Go down to New Mexico, where the atom bomb plant was built, and talk to the natives there 
of the queer things that have happened to people living in that vicinity after they dropped their f irs t  
atom bomb. It was used in the desert; apparently its influence extended over a tremendous area; and
there have been mysterious deaths ever since, and the end is not yet.
But you say our planes would stop them before they reach here? Well, that's a very optimistic frame of 
mind to be in. Russia has thousands of American bombers s t i11 in their crates; and you can rest assured 
she will turn them all loose at one time. She wil 1 strike whan we least expect it; and it Would be a
physical impossibility to check all her ships, or even half of them, because of the surprise element.
Even though it did not attack human beings, all foodstuff will be destroyed in the fields and orchards 
over a very large area. Dr. te l ler  said ' I  have no doubt that other nations have or will have the se
cret of the atom bomb.' He also said the chief danger of atom bombs will be due to radio-activity; they 
discovered that in New Mexico, and they discovered it again in Japan. Me said the atom bomb could de
stroy the whole of humanity.

I have long been convinced that not more than half of our population in America will survive; for there
is sti 11 another element, and that is the Great Rock spoken of in our book, THY KIN6D0M COME. Recently
ex-Governor Earle of Pa. said that within 5 years, 10% of the people of the United States would be dead 
from atom bombs. If you haben't a copy of THY KINGDOM COME, get it, you need it; and you also need a 
copy of NATIONAL DESTINY, with special emphasis on Part 2, The Modern Book of Daniel. These two books 
will give yo| a more practical and more realistic picture of the future. (Price is $1.00 each.)

And s t i l l  another factor, Russia will not need airplanes to send the atom bomb; I have been collecting 
n ws items for some time, mostly on the Pacific Coast; two this month, both in the Los Angeles area.

k F b 5* Skimming roofs and tree tops, a derelict tadio control led missile crashed between two
Burbank, * 7 *0 ■lbs.-and was 10 ft. lonq. There were no planes overhead; foor explosions were
houses; It weighed
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heard in the sky. Feb. 12, a similar incident in the Huntington Park area. Friends, we must take a 
realistic attitude; the top ranks of the army realize what they are up against, and ar e worried.
On Jan. |4th, in Hew York, Lt.-Gen. Ira C. Eaker warned that the first battlefield of the next war will 
be the industrial cities of the United States. He also said that not later than iflbO, any of the indus
trial cations of the world would be able to produce a super-rocket with a range of 3,000 to 5,000 miles,
traveling with a speed of to 5,000 miles an hoar. I have a lot more similar items, mostly from
scientists and military men who know. And so I am convinced that to remain in any large city is I Ike 
trying to fight a buzz-saw; I do not see how our large cities can survive, with so many hazards to con
tend with. I recently read, in Showers of Blessings, a statemeitt by the Editor that the next war would 
be In 1996; well, I see no evidence to sustain that position, everything is up to concert pitch now, the 
boil is ripe, and ready to burst; Russia couldn't hold off that long il  she wanted to, she is going to 
be forced to make a decision.
|9it8 '49 and '50 will be tragic years; and so if you want to survive the coming storm and see the hew
order ushered in, i would suggest that you do something in the way of preparation; tut i don't see hot* 
anyone can make any preparation in or near our large cit ies,  because of the many hazards. Now we are 
being swamped with letters, asking us if this place is safe, ot if  that place is safe; and the answer is 
I don't know, I can only give you general directions, namely, to keep away from the coasts and keep away 
from large cities, and strive for an elevation of not less than 2,000 ft. If you live in California, go 
the other side of the Sierra Mountains, for I am convinced that as described in THY KINGDOM COME, tidal 
waves will be a big lactor to be reckoned with. I also know that each colony, or community group, will 
need a man or woman at its head with a rare spiritual insight, dius some executive ability; spiritual 
insight and guidance will be absolutely essential, head knowledge alone, while it is valuable, will not 
be sufficient. I say this because I have contacted many self-styled leaders who were mere infants when 
it came to.jgrappling with this situation.

I want you to weigh up the various factors i have mentioned. Anotlcer thought is, don't depend upon your 
farm for feeding you right along, for even the farmer is going to need storage to carry him over at least 
one year; storage for food, clothing and fuel. It can bemighty uncomfortable without fuel, as the Brit
ish people have discovered this winter, if you have any further questions, we will answer them through 
this medium; we cannot answer all your letters. I hope I have covered the ground this time. If you have 
friends you wish to warn or convince, send them a copy of this message. Due to paper shortage we do not 
print many expra copies.

BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN: A series of articles in the Hearst papers, by George Moorad, noted foreign cor
respondent; the following are extracts, which will strengthen the things i have said, namely, that we 
are not 'going to have' war with Russia, we are at war with lussia; only we poor saps don't know It. 
" . . .  My friend, the diplomat, is not an American, but he has lived in the United States, and has had 
long experience in Berlin And Moscow. He said: "Try to explain to Americans that relations with Russia
are not bad. There simply are no relations. . Tell Americans that you cannot bank good will with the 
Soviets. Each deal is complete in itself; there is no credit carry-over. . . I f  Americans can understand 
these things, and mix generosity with GOOD STIFF RESISTANCE ON VITAL ISSUES ALL ALONG THE LINE, then we 
can gradually arrive at tolerable relationsr"
"The autumn of 1945 found̂ jme again in China. Timed perfectly with the fall  of Japan, the iron curtain 
CLANGED DOWN ON MANCHURIA, We had l i t t le  luck the first  six months. The Russians were furious when Rear 
Admiral Thomas Settle's flagship paid a courtesy call on Dairen. Several American patrol planes from 
Southern Korea were ‘ fired upon, in Chinchow, the Chinese army spokesman finally told us tartly:
"It should be plain to you why you can't enter Manchuria. The Russians REGARD YOU AS ENEMIES."

**as American correspondents and diplomats' began the f id  fa m il ia r  b a tt Le to  e n te r  S o v ie t -o c c u p ie d  t e r r i t o r y .

P R E P A R A T I O N
Since the first of the year we have had a steady stream of visitors, and the volume of mail has about 
doubled; and the theme is the same: "What can I do about personal preparation?" Well, most o f  you are
entirely unfitted to make preparations for yourselves; Babes in the Woods would describe nine out of 
ten, you lack the realization of what you have to face. On the other hand, the same class of people 
are not willing to be disciplined; and without discipline you are a menace to yourself and everyone else.
I am convinced that we are a nation of outlaws; rebels. We talk a lot about the Buble and about God, 
but most of our decisions are made without the guidance of either one. And I am now talking about pro
fessing Christians; many of you have gone the rounds of the existing groups, and found fault with every 
one of them. Of course, some of the groups are very questionable, I will admit. Several have mentioned 
the Brotherhood of the White Temple, headed by Dr. Doreal; here is a letter thattsays I have investi
gated Doreal of Denver; too much altitude and regimentation.■ I am planning to pay Or. Doreal a visit  
and see for myself what he has; theoretically I would say he has the best setup. Later on» ,f  have 
the space we will give a thumb-nail sketch of some of the groups.
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There are*some groups headed by sincere, welt meaning people but who are not fitted toopley the role of 
leading a group; there are others who are absolutely selfish and self-seeking, and out to fleece those 
whoare gullible enough to trust them, i f  you ever need discrimination, it  is now, especially you who 
say we shouldnJt criticize  or judge; for you are good materia) for a sucker l is t .  I prefer to see peo
ple dig In independdntly, that is, paddle their own canoe; I dondt want the responsibility of a lot of 
rebellious people, and to be accused of every crime in the calendar by them; because I would challenge 
their ego. Rest assured of one thing; i f  I ever head a group, there will be strict  discipline, for 1 
know that without discipline no group can succeed. Order is the f irs t  law o f heaven; and If youthink 
you can get alongwithout it you are crazy.
A well disciplined home is a place of harmony and peace and happiness; a home lacking in discipline is 
a place of discord and strife.  So now make up your mind what you want. I am willing to lay down my 
l i fe  foe a sincere, consecrated group, but i am a hard-boiled egg when it comes to prima donnas. If you 
have had your own way throughout l i fe  you won't like it) with me, so don't even bother to write; I want 
nothing to do with anybody who does not subscribe to the 'Thy will be done' formula. If I were to form 
a community, the f irst  thing i would want would be people of character; then t would look around for 
money, but without the f i r s t ,  the second would be no good. I have turned down a lot of easy money from 
people who like to run things and people; I am not interested in that type, in the f i r s t  place they 
are not worth saving. Noah didn't take any trash into the ark; and when Abraham struck out and took 
only the best, those who .were sincere and wanted to work in harmony with God and His laws. And so a 
rebel would be a menace to everybody. I believe in liberty under law, but some people don't know the 
difference between liberty and license, and they have to be taught that difference the hard wayj

I feel very sorry for the elderly people who, in the nature of things, must depend on oghers; they pull 
on my heartstrings very strongly. But until I get about half a dozen people who are willing to take 
orders, assignments, and carry them out to the letter,  I am not willing to do anything. I don't want 
any emotional religionist; I want a few efficient people, who will dedicate their lives to service to 
God and humanity.

AMERICA SPEAKS has been in an oxygen tent for the past year, partly due to the paper situation and part
ly to lack of help; AMERICA SPEAKS is one of the most outstanding papers of its kind in America, and
contains more meat than any of its competitors and should not be languishing in an oxygen tent; however 
we are doing the best we can, and hope to get back on a monthly basis soon. I get letters from people 
who are full of bluff about weathering $he storm where they are, when I know they haven't a Chinaman's 
chance of so doing; the coming storm is going to be severe, and it needs must be, because until the av
erage individual gets the stuffing knocked out of him, he is not willing to submit to the laws of God.
Some of you have said I am too severe; and yet most of my l i f e  the chief criticism has been that I am a
too easy. That was the charge made against me when I was forced into bankruptcy.

Today we are a degenerate nation; not quite as bad as what you find in Europe (although bad enough), for
there are great seulslhere in America who are acting as the leaven in the bread. Nevertheless, this na
tion must be purged, if it is to survive. The future belongs to Israel America; we must realize that we
are modern Israel. England is doomed, and will rest beneath the ocean before the storm is over. I know
there are many people in America who believe the Israel message but believe that England is to lead; in 
my opinion, like the whole of Europe she has gone too far to the left  to come back. England has abund
ance of coal, yet the nation is paralyzed for the lack of it because the miners are too lazy to mine the
coal; that's State Social ism in action. I worked in the coal mines of England as a boy nearly 50 years
ago; I know something of their problems.

So you can forget the rest of the world, including England, for as the Irishman said, their future is 
all behind them, ingland is doomed; forget your British-Israel ism, forget your Union Now. The Only un
ion you will see will be that of Canada and the United States; Canada will volunteer to become a part of
the United States, the attack by Russia will convince her that she cannot stand alone; and that is in 
the divine plan, that we shall be one, And if  you believe in the Israel message, quit talking that we 
shajj go back under the Union Jack, for we never wil l .  TAedpijofaisel bf ths Bible for modern Israel will 
be ful f i l led here in America; and those who teach otherwise are false leaders.

Many have written about going to South America; my advice is, Don't; inmost cases you will face tragedy.
The greatest protection in the world will be here in the United States, providing you have sense enough 
to leave your large cities; the piight of Europe and England due to lack of coal should convince you that 
during the coming summer you should put away enough fuel for two or three years, unless you have suffic
ient timber on your own land; for the time will come when there will be no transportation, and you are 
l ikely to freeze to death unless you have enough fuel. If you depend on coal, get busy this summer;and 
the lease you should have is enough for two winters, and then maintain that level. We are rapidly ap- 

chin D Day in America; when the call  goes out forageneral strike, that's the signal for a revolu-
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tion, and every Red rat in America will begin to aabotage. As a matter of fact they are getting in a 
little practice now, for I am convinced that more than half of the accidents taking place are due to 
sabotage. The purpose is to make you jittery, to surrender yourselves into their hands. I am a1s£ con
vinced that many mysterious plane crashes are the after-effects of the dropping of the atonic bombs on 
Japan; the destructive forces liberated with the dropping of those bombs will make themselves felt for 
a long time to come, on men and machinery. I am convinced that when planes run into those forces in t|re 
air, they crash; and these crashes will continue for some time to come. A scientisy tecently said that 
one bomb dropped on Los Angeles Harbor would make Los Angeles unlivable for a hundred years. You might 
as well fight a buzz-saw as try to combat that.
Again I say most of you don't know what you are up against in the way of pteparation; and if  you don't 
know, you had better listen to somebody who does. If you plan to join a colony , investigate first,net 
afterwards; be convinced of the sincerity of the leader, and then be convinced that you are willing to 
submit to the rules and regulations of that group; be convinced that the leader is honest, many of them 
are not, as some of the pitiful lettels we receive testify. However, don't look fot infat 1 ibil ity In 
any leader, there are none euch, even the beit leaders are humane But you have a right to expect thatt' 
they be honest and sincere and efficient, the f irst two are no good without the last.
Remember, it is not too soon to make a start; and you will be convinced of that fact before the month of 
August is out. If you have money, spend it on a plant that will feed you during the storm; i f  you can't 
manage a plant, go in with somebody who can. But, step carefully, and know what you are stepping into. 
Most of the letters we receive are from people who have already been fleeced. Most of you will find 
your letters answered in our monthly message, we simply cannot keep up with the correspondence, that alone 
is more thanaful! time jobfortwo people. He wifi answer any legitimate question through this channel; 
we have tried to cover all the ground.

And remember, ôd is not going to take care of nitwits and fools and morons. And just a word to those 
who have wealth; you have a tremendous responsibility. We get letters almost daily from elderly people, 
60 to 80, who have lived a l i fe  of service in most cases, who are now at the mercy of the coming storm. 
You can do much im providing a safe haven for those people. 8f you want to take care of a group such as 
that, we will help you, show you how to go about it. But remember, your time 4̂  very short. You are 
going to lose your wealth anyway, it cannot survive the coming storm; and as I said before, you will be 
convinced before this summer is over, the handwriting is on the wall.

Of course there must be some younger able-bodied men and women to take care of these old folks, 4uPPly 
them with their fuel and food, for I don't believe any old age pensions will survive, as our present mon
etary system will go with the crash. Our mission is twoftld; first, to warn you of the coming storm, 
and show you how to prepare for it, physically, mentally and spiritually; and second, to warn you against 
the land-sharks and racketeers who are out to get your money. There are many such, and they carryavery
pious front, but it is I ike a Hollywood movie set, nothing but front. My remarks are based on many tragic
letters I have received, from people who have lost faith in humanity, as well as their substance. Some 
of them seem to think that I should make good their losses; I don't know what process ef logic they are 
using, inasmuch as many are people 1 have never heard of before. Some of these same people told me that 
I shouldn't criticize, when I tried to warn them; that's the slogan of the crook: Don't pass judgment on
me, I am honest. Isn't that the tactic of Russia today, the whole world is picking on her, she says.

C O M M U N I T Y  L I F E

In the January nunber, we gave you a rough sketch o f our Ideal o f what a community should be; in fact I 
pill put it a little stronger; the picture I painted is a rdugh sketch of what the new order will be. 
Then, in the March number, we gave you the idea of rugged indivitual ism. Well, both these set-ups will 
exist; and you have very l i t t le  time to decide which you will accept. We get letters from some of you 
who are whistling in the darktokeep up your courage; that's all right with me, my duty ia to warn you; 
i f  you choose to disregard that warning, that's your funeral. Some of you have written in,.*and quite a 
few at that, asking me to formacolony or community. Hell, after the hell of the last 12 years, I don't 
feel as though I want to battle with a lot of contentious, rebellious people. I would be a strict dis
ciplinarian, and there would be no monkey-business from anybody. I would be like the skipper of a ship. 
The Captain of ashi) is dominated by certain rutis and regulations. I have a very good friend who has a 
chest covered with medals and ribbons; he is a Captain in the Merchant Marine. He said, Alf you were 
to come aboard my ship, I wouldn't know you; I am strictly impersonal, for if I ever lot down the bars 
I would have mutiny aboard the ship within a few hours." Sailors are like a pack of wolves today, thanks 
to the unions.
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tion, and every Red rat in America will begin to sabotage. As a matter of fact they are getting in a 
little practice now, for i am convinced that more than half of the accidents taking place are due to 
sabotage. The purpose is to make you jittery, to surrender yourselves into their hands. I am a1s4 con
vinced that many mysterious plane crashes are the after-effects of the dropping of the atomic bombs on 
Japan; the destructive forces liberated with the dropping of those bombs will make themselves felt for 
a long time to come, on men and machinery. I am convinced that when planes run into those forces in t|re 
air, they crash; and these crashes wlll'continue for some time to come. A scientisy tecently said that 
one bomb dropped on Los Angeles Harbor would make Los Angeles uniivable for a hundred years. You might 
as well fight a buzz-saw as try to combat that.
Again I say most of you don't know what you are up against in the way of pteparation; and if  you don't 
know, you had better listen to somebody who does. If you plan to join a colony y investigate first,not 
afterwards; be convinced of the sincerity of the leader, and then be convinced that you are willing to 
submit to the rules and regulations of that group; be convinced that the leader is honest, many of them 
are not, as some of the pitiful letteis we receive testify. However, don't look fot in fa ll ib i l ity  In 
any leader, there are none such, even the beit leaders are humans* But you have a right to expect ttuft' 
they be honest and sincere and efficient, the f irst two are no good without the last.
Remember, it is not too soon to make a start; and you will be convinced of that fact before the month of 
August is out. If you have money, spend it on a plant that will feed you during the storm; i f  you can't 
manage a plant, go in with somebody who can. But, step carefully, and know what you are stepping into. 
Most of the letters we receive are from people who have already been fleeced. Most of you will find 
your letters answered in our monthly message, we simply cannot keep up with the correspondence, that alone 
is more than a full time job for two people. He will answer any legitimate question through this channel; 
we have tried to cover all the ground.

And remember, fod is not going to take care of nitwits and fools and morons. And just a word to those 
who have wealth; you have a tremendous responsibility. He get letters almost daily from elderly people, 
60 to 80, who have lived a l i fe  of service in most cases, who are now at the mercy of the coming sterm. 
You can do much im providing a safe haven for those people. I f  you want to take care of a group such as 
that, we will help you, show you how to go about it. But remember, your time 44 very short. You are 
going to lose your wealth anyway, it cannot survive the coming storm; and as I said before, you wilt be 
convinced before this summer is over, the handwriting is on the wall.
Of course there must be some younger able-bodied men and women to take care of these old folks, 4|upp 1 y 
them with their fuel and food, for I don't believe any old age pensions will survive, as our present mon
etary system will go with the crash. Our mission is twofild; first, to warn you of the coming storm, 
and show you how to prepare for it, physically, mentally and spiritually; and second, to warn you against 
the land-sharks and racketeers who are out to get your money. There are many such, and they carry a very 
pious front, but it is 1 ike a Hollywood movie set, nothing but front. My remarks are based on many tragic 
letters I have received, from people who have lost faith in humanity, as well as their substance. Some 
of them seem to think that I should make good their losses; I don't know what process of logic they are 
using, inasmuch as many are people 1 have never heard of before. Some of these same people told me thab 
I shouldn't criticize, when I tried to warn them; that's the slogan of the crook: Don't pass judgment on 
me, I am honest. Isn't that the tactic of Russia today, the whole world is picking on her, she says.

C O M M U N I T Y  L I F E
In the January number, we gave you a rough sketch o f  our ideal o f  what a comnunity should be; in fact l  
prill put it a little stronger; the picture I painted is a rdugh sketch of what the new order will be. 
Then, in the March number, we gave you the idea of rugged indivi tual ism. Hell, both these set-ups will 
exist; and you have very l i t t le  time to decide which you will accept. He get letters from some of you 
who are whistling in the dark to keep up your courage; that's all right with me, my duty is to warn you; 
i f  you choose to disregard that warning, that's your funeral. Some of you have written in, and quite a 
few at that, asking me to formacolony or community. Hell, after the hell of the last 12 years, 1 don't 
feel as though I want to battle with a lot of contentious, rebellious people. I would be a strict dis
ciplinarian, and there would be no monkey-business from anybody. I would be like the skipper of a ship. 
The Captain of a shit is dominated by certain rulis and regulations. I have a very good friend who has a 
chest covered with medals and ribbons; he is a Captain in the Merchant Marine. He said, AI f you were 
to come aboard my ship, I wouldn't know you; I am strictly impersonal, for If | ever let down the bars 
I would have mutiny aboard the ship within a few hours." Sailors are like a pack of wolves today, thanks 
to the unions.
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We11y I wouldn't expect things quite sobad as that, but there would be bound to be trouble-makers in any 
group, and it would be dangerous to indulge in sloppy senttment. If I allowed myself to be influenced 
or have someone play on my sympathies, it would wreck the ship. Whether you realize it or not,we are 
faced with a really tough situation, and most people will nob get the realization t i l l  it is right upon 
them. For even a very small community, a handful of people, the very least one could get by with is 
$50,000; for you have the following to consider; land to purchase, a generating plant for electricity, 
water supply, buildings and equipment, and last but not least, food and clothing. $50,000 wouldn't go 
very far. Of course it depends a tot upon what the land could produce.
I do know one thing; those of you who today are well blessed with this world's goods are going to have 
deepest remorse when you icome to think of what you could have done with your assets. However, as I said 
before, that's your funeral. I have been like a voice crying in the wilderness for a long time. You 
have the balance of this year to dig in and prepare for a long liege; your stocks and bonds and assets 
of all kinds will be gone. Of course with plenty of money one can dig in much more quickly than tho»e 
who go out and pioneer with their bare hands; but the time element is very short, that is, comparatively 
speaking. We are making definite plans of our own, and are going to look over some sites, perhaps even 
before you get this message; but at present I am making no provisions for a group; as a matter of fact,
I couldn't i f  I wa nted to, i haven't the means. I should like to be located and settled before this 
summer is over; but that's a big job along with putting out two messages a month. If the good Lord 
wants me to provide for others, He will have tto open up the way; I am not seeking it, definitely, for 
the reasons I have stated above.

R U S S I A
i have many times told you that astrology is the most reliable time marker I have found. Yes, I know 
many Bible students who claim the same thing; Blessing, oi Denver, makes some very extravagant talk in 
that direction. Yet he says the next great conflict is in 1996. In the chart of Soviet Russia, Uranus 
is in the 4th house, in Aquarius, not a very good place for Uranus in a nation's chart, for it indicates 
a nation that is seething with discontent and restlessness, especially as Mercury is adverse to that 
point, as is also the Suo; Sun and Mercury conjoined, adverse to Uranus. And on the midheaven are Neptune 
and Saturn, in opposition to Uranus and square to the Sun and Mercury; certainly a very vicious chart.

It is interesting to see Jupiter in the 8th, for this is the only thing that has sustained Russia so 
long, that is, under her present regime. The 8th represents other people's money; she was all ready to 
fold up, when Lend-Lease came to her aid; there is 'upiter in her 8th, in action. Now it was a foregone 
conclusion, when this new regime was set up, in 1917, that it would eventually crash, with such a vicious 
chart as we have outlined, and that it would only takr some evil directions aspecting this vicious com
bination, to bring it to a head. As practically all these planets we have mentioned are in fixed signs, 
Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius, you can expect the crash to come when major malefics move into fixes signs.
As I write, and this is February 2fpt, we find'Saturn in Leo; it is I degree on April 1st, retrograde, 
and Pluto some II degrees. At present Pluto is in good aspect to Jupiter in the 8th, so all kinds of 
things are being poured into Russia; she is st i l l  getting lend-lease; st i l l  getting help from UNNRA. 
At present Uranus is 18 degrees of Gemini; now Russia has Uranus 20 degrees of Aquarius, and so in May 
of this year Uranus will be in good aspect to the natal Uranus of Russia. To me, that indicates tremen
dous preparations going on behind the iron curtian; the chaness are you will never get confirmation of 
this, nevertheless it is going on, although if you watch your papers very closely something may leak out.
But I want you to bear in mind that in April, May and June of this year, Russia will go into high gear, 
preparing for something: what? And bear in mind also that Pluto will be in good aspect to Jupiter, the 
great benefic. Do you need two guesses as to what Russia is preparing for?
Another indication, Jupiter has been in the 1st house of Russia for nearlyayear; so these preparations 
didn't start now, but it is culminating. At present Jupiter is retrograde, and in the Russian chart it 
will conjoin the Sun and Mercury, and square Uranus. To me this indicates a rather dangerous condition 
within the borders of Russia, agreat unrest. In the chart of the United States, for instance, that would 
not mean so much, because we don't happen to have Uranus in the 4th with so many vicious afflictions to 
it, as we have already pointed out with Russia; and bear in mind that Jupiter is in the 8th. During the 
next 12 months Jupiter will form several afflictions in this chart, in addition to that of Uranus; the 
latter comes up in May. And by the way, May is likely to be a very lively month throughout the world. 
Here is an indication of stiffening of resistance to those who have been ladling out to Russia.
Now to my way of thinking, the stage will be set in the next few months for what Russia is planning. 
Pluto of course must gat away from that good aspect on her mid heaven, and Saturn must also pass that 
point This it will do in July; and incidentally, these two transits of Pluto and Saturn on her mid- 
h aven are helping to lay a solid foundation for the coming offensive against us. After that, it is a

. . .  , far Russia, for these two planet* will 'form, f i r s t ,  a conjunction with Saturn, then a downhill su ae
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square to her Sun and Mercury, then opposing Uranus in her 4-th- these are not the only factors, of 
course, but you can't laugh off a transit of two major malefics on the midheaven of the chart, of either 
a nation or an individual, especially one with so many planets in fixed signs, five all told.
And so we see the indications of tremendous preparation in Russia, tremendoos activity, all eagerly 
bent towards one goal. Of course nobody is being told the truth about these activities, neither within 
nor without. Russia realizes that she cannot hold her own people in check much longer, too many saw 
the outside world during the war. Let's look at another factor; the progressed Moon it the Russian 
chart will soon enter the 1st house, and by the way, at present it is trine to Uranus in the 12th, se
cret preparations, great activity, under cover, behind the iron curtain. It will take about 2i years 
to go through her 1st house. Now Mars moves a l i t t l e  faster than the other malefics, and so every time 
Mars goes through a fixed sign it stirs up this Russian chart as you would stir up a f ire in a fireplace. 
During May and June Mars will pass throughuTaurus KRussia's 7th house), and forms some very nastytas- 
pects. Watch the papers in May and June, especially when it squares Uranus, around the hiddle of June; 
and thennagain in October-and November. This time i t -w il1■be passing over-the midheaven, crossing Nep
tune and Saturn-and an adverse to the Sun, Mercury and Uranus.

Earl y i n  ' M-8 t he progressed Moon wi 11 be • in the fixed sign of Scorpio, • and of course- it • will; aspect 
Neptune, Saturn-and Uranus • in this Russian-chart. Saturn-wi 11 remain • in the iOth house of this chart 
for approximately 2 to 2£ years; and during that period ■ i t ■ forms some powerful world-shaking- aspects. 
For-instance, • in August of 1947 it crosses Saturn; - in September • it squares or adverses. If people 
could only see behind the scenes this-summer, - the ories of horror-would - be heard round the-world. But 
astrology enables us to- look behind the-scenes. In September-and October Saturn wi11 be exactly- in op- 
posit ion- to this Uranus. Now Russia-is an Aquarian country, and these malefics in Leo certainly do not 
portend anything good foe her, as a matter of - fact it ■ indicates that all -she is planning for others, 
will come to herself; namely, wholesale destruction. How nicely this dovetails into the 38th and 39th 
chapters of Ezekiel. Astrology and the Bible combined make a powerful weapon; and as both emanate from 
the same source, why shouldn't they go together?

This has been a difficult sketch to draw, because I am covering so much territory, and £et trying to 
boil it down, and stil l  make it readable. When anything is unsound, or rotten, and lacks foundation, 
an aspect of Saturn brings the thing to a head; and that's what Saturn going ever this midNfeeaven-is do
ing to Russia. Russia can't delay much longer, she must strike, or blow into a thousand pieces; you 
can bluff only so long, and then you must make good your bluff, or pass out of the picture. And so 
Russia is quietly giving the works to all the small nations of Europe, picking then o f f  like clay pig
eons one at a time, thanks to Mr. Roosevelt, who gave her the tools to work with. She has whipped all 
these sate!1ite nations into a powerful machine, headed by Russia, as described by Ezekiel as the great 
northern confederacy of nations.

Russia, through bluff, has gained just about all she is going to gain; her bluffing will endf->this sum
mer, definitely and for all time; in other words, she hasafew minor conquests to make but she will not 
get them through bluffing, she will have to fight for them. Turkey and Egypt are two of those conquests 
that she needs, and she has just about gotten to the point that she is ready and willing to fight for 
them. Italy will be pretty well consolidated in the Russian fold before tehe year is out; Greece is 
trembl ing in the balance, and cannot hold out to the end. And what can Britain do to save her; what 
can America do to save herM If we attempted to, we would only precipitate the coming clash; this, Amer
ica cannot do, she is not on a wartime footing, and it'would take at) least a year to get her there.

And so the small nations of Europe have no one to look to; they are doomed. And Russia cannot stand 
s t i l l ,  she has got to make these other conquests, to make it stick; and here are some of the things she 
has got to do; sheJ’ISt to finish her conquest of the Roman Catholic Church, and destroy her as a 
world power, which 4he has been for many centuries. And as we have stated many times before, the Roman 
Catholic Church is the model that Mussolini and Hitler and Stalin used to set up their totalitarian 
form of government. Rome does not ask for anything, she demands; all who seek world power do that. 
Rome1 s ambition,' for centuries, has been to be the supreme ruler of this world, and she has stopped at 
nothing to gain her ends.

Incidentally, the chart of Pope Pious 12 and the chart of Russia have much in commoo; Nranus in the 4th, 
in the royal sign of Leo, a fixed sign, of course, but exactly opposed to Uranus in Russia's chart; two 
dogs after the same bone. The only difference is, Rome used to have power, but it is only a mere skele
ton of yesterday, whereas Russia has mere power than any nation on earth today; and so the Roman Catholic
Church doesn't stand a ghost of a chance. Of course the softening up process has been going on in |taly
for a long time; as a result Rome has lost her grip on the people of that nation to a v®r7 large extent. 
The Communisms have exposed the humbug and the fake and the trickery of the Church ef Rome; but what the 
people don't know is that what the Communists say about Rome is also true about Russ ia ,  and that they
are jumping from the frying-pan into the fire. Evil wwl 1 destroy evil in this case; t he Church of Rome
cannot possibly survive in the new order, she definitely belongs to the old o r d e r .

m
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Now, folkd, don't you tee that America should be nationally-mlndedP With all the good intentions in the 
world, they can do nothing for the people of Europe; feed a few starving people, yes; but moat of that 
is going into Russia. We are applying palliatives; we cannot cure, we cannot rescue; but we can mind 
our own business; we can prepare for an event that is now inevitable, as described by the prophet €ze»
Iciel and as indicated in the Bible in the heavens, astrology.
Russia will hold a gun to Turkey's head; resistance means getting her brains blown out. There is nobody 
who can help Turkey, andnTurkey knows it; Russia already controls the Baltic Sea; she is definitely 
headed towards Palestine; who do you suppose is at the back of the terrorist methods of the Jews in Pal
estine? Russia, of course; that's the softening up process for Palestine, she must get the Suez Canal, 
she must take Egypt before she reaches Palestine. After Turkey falls into the net, look for the other 
two. I shall come back to this subject from time to time as the charts unfold, and give things in de
tail; all lam doing now is to give you a rough sketch, because it is important that America realize that 
certain events must come to pass.
We have laid the foundation, or rather Roosevelt laid the foundation for you while you were sleeping; and 
he gave into the hands of the great anti-Christ nation the tools and the weapons to carry out her unholy 
scheme. No, friends, it isn^t going to be 1996 before Russia strikes, it will be all over wifthin five 
years; and I am giving myself a good margin when I say five years, because these charts t ell me that 
'*18, '*19 and '50 are years that will bring action.
Now I have been warning you in the last few months that the time has really come to prepare for the 
storm; and my motive in giving you this article is to give you additional evidence, that you may realize 
the necessity of doing something pronto; that your time element is short, very short; that the same kind 
of evidence as that of the Russian chart and the Roman Catholic Church, are in all the national charts. 
And to come down st i l l  finer, you see these world-shaking events reflected in the charts of individuals. 
When the blow finally comes, people will try to run for cover, like a scared cottontail that you pick up 
with your headlight when driving at night. That's no time for preparation, that's the time when you will 
need the preparation, but no time to make it.
Some months ago we gave a brief summary of the chart of the United States, and told you of the signifi
cance of Uranus crossinggMars and squaring Neptune; these indications parallel whar we have said about 
Russia, as far as it is concerned; certainly it is not an indicat ion of peace, on the contrary it indicates 
war. As space occurs we will apply the same yardstick om other key charts; the point I want to emphasize 
is, if you are to be saved, in most cases you are going to save yourself. As St. Paul said, we must work 
out our own salvation, in fear and trembling, and that's exactly what you are going to do regarding the 
approaching climax to the closing of this Piscean age. True, some people will be lucky, and have others 
provide for them; even then they must makertimideiens. Somebody must lay aside food for them to eat during 
the storm ahead; and the day will come when America will need somebody to give her food — and there will 
be no one to give it. Don't be like the Foolish Virgins; begin to prepare for the storm that is coming 
inevitably, and that soon. * * * * *
HONEY: Last month we told you about our Honey; here is a note from Dr. George Starr White, who bought 
a Can: "That honey would not last U long IF people knew U had it and KNEW HONEYI Inclosed is my check 
for twenty dollars' worth morel"
Some want to know i f  we sell in smaller quantity; yes, we will send a gallon prepaid to anyone in Cali
fornia for $5.00; outside of California you will have to pay the express charges; but it is good honey.
VITAMIN A: Several readers have inquired about Vitamin A Tablets; we don't have any, because we have 
foods rich in Vitamin A at a fraction of the cost of the tablets. Broccoli is the daddy of them all,
30,000 units. A 12 oz. package of Broccoli Powder is $1.25 prepaid, ora 51 Jar is $6.00 FOB Atascade
ro. Swiss Chard is 17,000 units; you may have the Swiss Chard Powder at same price as the Broccoli.
FOOD TO GERMANY: Many of our readers are of German extraction and are sending food to relatives in Ger
many, practically all of whom are suffering from malnutrition; and the most valuable things you can send, 
them are Rice Polish and Kelp, either powdered or tablet form, for these foods contain that which their 
system needs. It doesn't look like a very appetizing diet, but the point is, these people are suffering 
from malnutrition; and it is not a question of catering to their palate, it is a question of supplying 
what their diet is and has been lacking.

I would suggest sending some Chocolate Joyana, and then tell them to make a hot drink of it, mixing a 
big spoonful of Rice Polish with each glass; and you will see an improvement i f  that is carried out every 
day. Beans, macaroni and spaghetti and so on are more f i l l ing, but they are not more satisfying. And | 
especially recommend this to those who are sick caused by malnutrition; asamatter offfact this applied 
just as much to people in this country as in war-ridden Germany.
For complete Food Price List, see AMERICA SPEAKS; i f  you are not a subscriber send for sample copy, 25#



LEMON POWDER: Most of our foods are increasing in price; for instance, JOYANA is now $3.69 for a 9* Jar; 
but for some strange reason there has been a reduction in the price of Lemon Juice Powder. We can now 
ship you a 5# Can for $4.b0 prepaid, a reduction of $1.00. Nearly everyone needs more Lemon that they 
are getting.
FOOD FADDISTS: The following is a sample quotation from similar letters we receive:

• • ' enjoy very much the Beacon Light Herald and agree with you im nearly everything, but what does 
that matter. Best wishes to both of yoy. But I don't want to go into a colony and have some food faddist 
tell me what to eat and drink. However I would like to go into some nice colony with good sensible peo
ple. I need such a place right now. With kindest regards and best wishes, - - - "

I sympathize with the gentleman regarding food faddists; but what is a food faddist? As a matter of 
fact, there are very few professing Christians who approve of the diet that the good Lord intended us to 
live on. Most of them consider Biblical laws regarding eating as freakish; nevertheless, i f  we as a peo
ple want to enjoy good health, we must observe the laws of God regarding eating. The whole world today 
has adopted the Babylonian system; and when we attempt to go back to the laws of God, people don't ap
prove. if I had a colony, | would be a hard-boiled, two-fisted disciplinarian, exacting; for a thing is 
either right, or it is wrong. If it  is right we should do it, and i f  it is wrong we shouldn't; just that 
simple.

MY HEALTH: I see you good folks are very much interested in my health condition. For the last year I 
have been getting urinalysis reports; and the last two read normal, with the remark, This is very unus
ual for a man of 62 and you are to be congratulated. Well, as Mr. Roosevelt used to say, we planned it 
that way. I consider this very good, in view of the affl ict ions in my chart at this time, progressed 
Moon in the house of sickness, just past the square to the radical Moon and now approaching the opposi
tion of Neptune in the 12th. I am not bragging, but this looks encouraging to me. My greatest trouble 
is the psychio drain on my v ita l ity ;  I think the doctors call it enervation. That is to be expected, 
with the influences in my chart as they are. Perhaps Jupiter in the 6th may have something to do with, 
that; however, planets alone do not bring health, it takes sensible living and the right food combina
tions. My comeback has been quick, and it has been brought about by right food combinations, plus plenty 
of rest.

THE APRIL LUNATION will not be included with this, because most of April was covered in the last month's 
reading, the f irs t  threw weeks, in fact; and your May message will reach yoo around the middle of April, 
in plenty of time to pick up from April 20th to May 20th.

B O O K  R E V I E W S

CONSTIPATION, ITS CAUSE AND HOW TO TREAT IT: By Dr. Robt. G. Jackson.
I suppose that constipation is about the most common complaint that plagues the human family; in this 

l i t t l e  brochure, Dr. flackson explains the why and wherefore of constipation. When you find the cause of
any disease, you have found the cure. He says that as a young man he suffered terribly with constipa
tion, but at 80 he was as normal as a child; from which i judge he must have known about constipation. 
Having traveled the same path myself, and checked his formula, I do not hesitate to offer this l i t t le  
book to you. The price is 601.
BLOOD PRESSURE: By the same author.

In these days of high-pressure living, high blood pressure naturally goes with it. In this booklet,
Dr. Jackson te l ls  you in effect what high blood pressure is, and what causes it. Again, when you find
the cause, you have found the cure. Here is a book that will enable you to put your finger on the cause 
of your trouble. It is written in easy, understandable language that even a child could understand. 
Like the rest of his works, there is no padding with words, he comes direct to the point. Price $1.10.

THE MOON: By Dane Rudhyar.
Rudhyar is one of the best of the modern writers on the subject of astrology. This l i t t l e  book id de

voted to the cycles of the Moon. The Moon is like the minute hand of the clock, it has the most rapid 
motion. The Sun is like unto the hour hand.

If you would learn to interpret your own chart, this l i t t l e  book will help you. We consider it an 
ideal textbook for beginners, and even advanced students. Cloth bound, and sells for $|.00.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Every month we get back copies of our paper and Herald, because our readers neglect
to notify us when they move. Please bear this in mind and do not fail to notify us any change.
ANOTHER THING: Today's mail brings a card from a Bank o f f ic ia l  reading "Please do not send any more
printed matter to - - - - ; - as she has been dead for two years and her estate closed*" fvery once in 
a while we get word that comeone on our mailing l ist  has been dead a long time; of course  the Post Mas
ters should return such mail, marked "DECEASED", but they don't, in this case she was on our complimen
tary list. Should anyone reading this, be getting mail from us sent to one who has passed on, please 
return it, marked "DECEASED". Thank you.

W I L L I A M  K U L L G R E N ,  A T A S C A D E R O ,  C A L T F < , i l N l A
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